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Olisa, Sunday Okenwa, Hard to get money. Nobody knows how money is made. Nobody is responsible for anything. Ray Benbow hires a half-breed to be able to build castles and fly on a magic carpet. The soundtrack for "Little Hearts" was filmed on February 21, 2012. It was released in two versions: the
release track on Stereo CD and on CD-R. It was also released as an exclusive variant on the "Songs from the Albums" compilation and was available for download as a platinum retailer, priced at $. [one] The video was directed by John Morton.The clip received positive reviews, including an award from

Film.com for "Best Cut". The song "Neon" was released as the second single from the album. It was released in stereo. In 2011, as part of the Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves soundtrack, the band released an album titled Losing Your Witness, which covered various songs from Broken Worlds. Three singles
were released: "Bad Meets Good", "Just For Me" and "I'm Sorry". The album has sold over 50,000 copies worldwide. On July 22, 2011, the single "Berlin" was made available for download on the iTunes Store and digital stores. On October 13, 2011, the band released a DVD containing all the videos for the

songs "Battleship", "Neuschwanstein", "Waking Up", "Bitter Sweet Symphony" and re-recorded tracks from the film. On June 28, 2011, the group's second video for the song "Neuromancer" was released. A version of the song recorded in 1992 was presented at the 2011 Elevation Awards in Houston, Ohio. On
October 22, 2011 the band released the fourth video for the song from the album, "A Man Without a Home". Video directed by Jason Buhle. The video features Richard Matson, Dave Hollander and Alex Twain. On November 5, 2011, the sixth video for the single was released on the group's website "Next

Now". This clip directed by: Me
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